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1. Introduction. A measurable function k(s, t) on [0, 1] X [0, 1] is 
said to define an integral operator 
1 
Kf( ·) = J k( ·, t) f(t) dt 
0 
on an Orlicz space L,p, 1) into another L,p,, if 
1 J jk( ·, t) f(t) J dt E L,p. for all f E L,p,. 
0 
The aim of this paper is to prove that under a certain assumption on 
rates of growth of W1 and W2 every integral operator on L,p, into L,p, is 
compact. Our observation starts from the following theorem, a proof of 
which is contained, for example, in [1] Th. 16.3: Every integral operator 
from L 00 into L1 is compact. There are two viewpoints which lead to 
extensions of this theorem in different directions. The one concerns 
properties of the operator itself. An integral operator K on L00 into L1 
has the following properties: 
(a) It transforms the unit ball U oo of Loo into an order-bounded set, 
i.e. {f; j/J<g} for some g EL1. 
(b) There exists h E Lr such that I!Kfllr < (j f J, h) 2) for all f E L 00 • 
Then the question arises if each of the following conditions implies 
compactness, when K is an integral operator on L,p, into L,p,: 
I) An Orlicz space L,p is the Banach space consisting of all measurable functions f 
on [0,1] with finite norm defined by 
1 1 
II/II-P = sup f If· g[dt for f IJF(g) dt <( 1 
0 0 . 
where fJ) and lJF are the mutually complementary N-functions. fJ) is called anN-function, 
if it is even, convex, f})(O) = 0 and lim f})(f;)/1; = oo. fJ) and lJF are complementary, 
o--> oo 
if the (right-hand) derivative of fJ) is (right)inverse to that of IJF. For the detail 
see (1] and (5]. We shall use the following fact without reference 
1 
2) (f,h)==ff.hdt 
0 
16 Series A 
1 
llfii<P/2 < sup f f · g dtfllull 'I' < 11/II<P 
0 
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(A) K transforms the unit ball U <P, of L.p, into an order-bounded set 
in E<P, 3). 
(B) There exists hE E'¥,, lJI1 being complementary to f/>1, such that 
IIKfk<(lfJ,h) for all f EL.p,. 
We add a natural condition: 
(C) Kabs transforms L.p, into E.p,, and K* abs 4 ) transforms L'¥, into 
E'¥,, where Pt is complementary to if>t(i= 1, 2), and where Kabs is the 
integral operator with kernel J k(s, t) J. 
In this direction A. C. ZAANEN obtained a decisive result (see [6] and 
[1] Th. 16.3 ,...._, 4): 
Theorem (Zaanen). Each of (A) and (B), combined with (C), implies 
compactness. 
The other view point leads to the analysis of a relation between L 00 and 
L1. Note that L00 = n L.p and L1= U L.p. This means, roughly speaking, 
.p .p 
that L00 and L1 are the lower and the upper extreme respectively of all 
Orlicz spaces. Intuitively, if L.p, and L.p, are close to L00 and L1 respectively, 
f/>1 increases more rapidly than f/>2. It is natural to ask the question: 
Is every integral operator on L.p, into L.p, compact, when f/>1 increases, 
in some sense, more rapidly than f/>2? In this paper we shall give an 
affirmative answer. 
2. Criterion of compactness. We first present a general criterion of 
compactness of an integral operator. 
Theorem. Let K be an integral operator on L.p, into L.p, satisfying 
the condition (C). Then K is compact, if 
(D) IIPFKPall --?- 0 as meas(F)+meas(G)--?- 0 where PF stands for 
the projection defined by Ppf(t) = f(t) on F and = 0 elsewhere, and 11·11 
denotes the operator norm. 
Proof. Note first that every integral operator is bounded ([5] p. 228). 
Next, observe that in order to prove compactness of K under the condition 
(C) it is sufficient to prove the following: if L.p,3 fn--?- 0 in the topology 
a(L.p,, E '¥.) and L'¥, 3 gn --?- 0 in the topology a(L'¥,, E.p,), for any s > 0 
there exists a positive integer j such that J(Kfhgt)J<s. Indeed, assume 
this condition satisfied and K not compact. Then, for some sequence 
{In} in the unit ball U <P, the sequence Kfn has no norm convergent sub-
sequence in L<P,· Since U <P, is sequentially compact in the a(L.p,, E '¥) 
topology ([1] Th. 14.4), we may assume that fn converges in this topology 
to some f, replacing f n by f n- f, we may even assume that f n --?- 0 in 
a(L.p,, E'¥.) and Kfn still has no norm convergent subsequence. This 
means that we may assume that IIKfnii<P,>s for some s>O and all n. 
3) E.p is the closure (in L.p) of the set of all bounded measurable functions. 
4) K* is the integral operator corresponding to the kernel k*(s, t) '=' k(t, s). 
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But then there exists a sequence Un E L'F, such that llunll 'F, < 2 and· 
(Kin, Un) > 8 for all n. On account of the a(L'F,, E<P,) sequential compactness 
<>f the unit ball U 'F, it may be assume that Un converges in this topology 
to some g E L'F,, hence, replacing Un by Un- g and observing that 
(Kfn, g)= (/n, K*g)--+ 0 since K*g E E'F, by (C), we have now that In--+ 0 
in a(L<P,, E'F), Un--+ 0 in a(L'F,, E<P,) and (Kin, Un) > 8 for all sufficient 
large n. Obviously this contradicts the hypothesis, and hence K is compact. 
Since L 00 C L'F, and E'F, C L'F, C L1 , we can consider K* as an integral 
.operator on L 00 into E'F, C L1, so K* transforms the unit ball U 00 into 
an L1-compact setS such that Sis order-bounded in E'F, by (C), i.e. there 
exists /o E E'F, such that /fl<lo for all f ES. We shall prove that Sis also 
L'F,-compact, i.e. In ES llfn-flli--+ 0 implies llfn-fh.--+ 0. Given 8>0 
there exists b>O such that meas(F)<b implies IIPF/oii'F,<8 ([1] Th. 10.3). 
Hence, observing that all In, as well as f, do not exceed /o in absolute 
value, an application of Egorov's theorem ([5] p. 31) shows the existence 
of a subsequence In; satisfying II f ni- Ill 'F, < 28 for j large enough. It follows 
then easily that llln- f!l 'F,--+ 0. The result is, therefore, that K* is a 
{)Ompact operator on L 00 into E'F,· The adjoint space of E'F, is L<P, ([1] 
Th. 14.2), so that, in view of Schauder's theorem ([5] p. 315) K as the 
adjoint of K* is a compact operator on L<P, into L1 . In addition, if fn--+ 0 
in a(L<P,, E'F.), then Kin--+ 0 in a(L1, L 00 ) because K*g E E'F, for every 
g E L00 by (C). It follows easily that JIKin[[l--+ 0 in this case. Similarly, 
interchanging K and K* we obtain the result that if Un--+ 0 in a(L'F,, E<P,) 
then IIK*gnlll--+ 0. 
Now we shall prove that (D) combined with (C), implies the condition 
stated at the beginning of this proof. Let U <P, 3 In--+ 0 in a(L<P,, E'F.) and 
U 'F, 3 Un--+ 0 in a(L'F,, E<P,), so llKfnll1--+ 0 and IlK* Pnunll1--+ 0 for any 
measurable set H C [0, 1] from the above consideration. Given 8 > 0 
there exists 8>b>0 such that llPFKPall <8 whenever meas(F) + meas 
(G)< 2b by the condition (D). By Egorov's theorem, choosing a sub-
sequence if necessary, we may assume the existence of a measurable 
set F and a positive integer k1 such that meas(F')<b and IP~<'Kfil<b 
for j;;;,k1, where F'=[O, 1]-F. Similarly, choosing again a subsequence 
if necessary, we may assume that there exist a measurable set G and a 
positive integer k2 > k1 such that meas(G') < b and I P aK* Pr UJ I< b for 
j;;;,k2 where G'=[O, 1]-G. For any i,j;;;,k2 we obtain, therefore, 
I (Kfi, UJ) I 
< I(PFK/i, Ut)l +lUi, PaK* Pr UJ)I + I(PrKPa' /£, Ut) I 
< bJJuJJ<P, +bJJu\\ 'F,+2\IPF'KPa,ll 
"(8(JjuJJ<P, +JJuJJ 'Pz +2) 
where u( ·) = l. Thus we have proved that for the original sequences {/n} 
and {Un} there exists at least one j such that I (Kff, UJ) 1<8(JJuk+llull 'F,+2). 
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Since s>O is arbitrary, K is compact in view of what has been observed 
earlier in the proof. 
Zaanen's theorem follows immediately from this theorem, because 
[[PFKPa[[ ,;;;min {[[PFK[[, [[KPa[[}--;.. 0 as meas(F)+meas(G)--;.. 0, when 
one of (A) and (B) is valid. 
3. Main theorem. As a gauge for rate of growth of anN-function C/J, 
following MATUSZEWSKA and 0RLICZ (2], let US define a<P and SIP 5) as 
follows: 
a <I>= lim log {lim tP(A~)/tP(~)}Jlog A 
A-* oo ~-+oo 
and 
8<P =lim log {lim tP(A~)/tP(~)}/log A. 
A---*00 ~-+CO 
For example, if C/J(~)= /~/P, a<P=8<P=p. In case 8<P,>a<P,• 1'>t can be con-
sidered to increase essentially more rapidly than C/J2 • 
Main theorem. If 8<~>,>a<~>,• every integral operator K on L<P, into 
L<P, is compact. 
Proof. From the assumption a<~>,< oo, so by definition 
lim C/J(2~)/tP(~) < oo, 
~-+00 
and this, in turn, implies L<~>,=E<P, ([5] p. 84 and [1] Th. 9.4). As easily 
verified, 1/8<~>,+1/a'l',=1, hence a'l',<oo, and therefore L'l',=E'l', as 
above. Thus (C) is evidently satisfied. Now, in order to apply the above 
theorem we have to prove (D). Suppose that there exist measurable sets 
{Dn} and {F n} such that meas(F n)+ meas(Dn) < 1J2n+l and [[PnnKPFn[[ > 2s 
(n= 1, 2, ... ), where e is a positive constant. Since the kernel k(s, t) may 
co co 
be assumed to be non-negative, setting Gn= U D1c and Hn= U F~c, we 
" 
Since 
[[PanKPHn[[ 
< 2 sup {(KPH .. f, Pa .. g) for f E U <~>,• g E U 'I'.} 
=2 sup {(KPHn-Hmf, Pan-Gmg) for f E u<P,• g E U'l',• m;;.n}, 
for some subsequences {G~c .. } and {H~c .. } there exist {In} C U <~>, and 
{gn} C U'l' such that PHk -Hk fn=fn, Pak -Gk + gn=gn and (Kfn, gn)>s 
' n n+l n n 1 (n= 1, 2, ... ). 
5) A systematic study of this type was made by S. YAMAMURO [4] in connection 
with a theory of modulared semi-ordered linear spaces. 
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For any IE Uw, and g E u'l'. we have 
I (KI, Yn) I+(Kin, g) I 
<IIPaknKIIIw.+IIPHknK*gll'l', ~ o as n ~ oo, 
because Kl E E41• and K*g E E'l',• and meas(Gkn)+meas(Hkn) ~ 0 (see 
[1] Th. 10.3). Hence, choosing subsequences if necessary, we may assume 
that I(Kin, Ym) I< 1J2n+m (ni'm). Now let s41, >p1>P2>1141,. Then 
q2 = P2/(p2-1) < 1141,/(1141, -1) =8'1', and 1/pl + 1/q2 < l. 
By a duality theorem for lp ([5] p. 150), there exist positive sequences 
00 00 00 
{1Xn} and {,Bn} such that ,! 1XnP•<;:1,,! ,8nq•..;;;1 and,! ~Xn,Bn=OO. By the 
1 1 1 
definition of s41, there exist ~o, "> 0 such that W1('Y}~) < "'YJP'W1(~) whenever 
'YJ < 1 and 'YJ~ > ~0 • Therefore from the properties of {In} we obtain 
1 00 00 1 
f W1(,! ~Xrdn)dt=,! f tPl(~Xnln)dt 
0 1 1 0 
00 1 
<,! {tPl(~o) · meas (Hkn- Hkn+I)+"IXnP• f tPl(fn)dt} 
1 0 
00 
<Wl(~o)+",! IXnP•<;:Wl(~o)+"<oo, 
1 
00 00 
hence I= ,! ~Xnln is in L 41, ([5] p. 79). Similarly g = ,! ,Bnln is in L'l',· 
However, 1 1 
1 1 f f I k(s, t)g(s)l(t) I dt ds 
0 0 
00 
>,! ~Xn,Bn(Kin, Yn)-.! I (Kin, Ym) I 
1 n*m 
00 
>e·,! ~Xn,Bn-,! 1J2n+m=oo, 
1 n*m 
1 
contradicting f I k( ·, t)l(t) ldt E L41,. Thus (D) must be satisfied. 
0 
This theorem can be considered as a continuous analogue of PITT's 
theorem [3] for a bounded linear operator from lp into lq with p>q. 
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